19th January 2019
Random Acts of Kindness:
On Monday, we started off the week with a positive message about
kindness. We saw a video about random kind gestures. It started off
being misleading as to the message behind it, but it soon became clear
it was about kindness and respect for our peers. After this assembly,
many students have decided to continue this kindness throughout
New Hall, whether it involves a small gesture or a big one. As positivity is one of the college’s core values, we should embrace this as a
house and be kind to one another as a student body in New Hall.
-Kate and Megan

19th January 2019

Hosted by Charlotte,
Georgina and Mr Summers,
New Hall had a fantastic

race night evening on
Friday! Each boarder got the
chance to take part in
betting for a horse and then
get points if their horse came
in the top three! The winner
George will get a pizza party
for himself and 5 friends on

Mr Summers, 2nd place
Roccio won a £10 voucher
and 3rd Place, Harrison won
a £5 voucher.
On top of all this competitive
fun each student got some
chips form the chip shop!
Overall a fantastic Friday
night!

19th January 2019
Code Name Verity – Book review
This book is a truthful and imaginative tale of a
prisoner of war in WW2. Verity is a prisoner of war
who has been captured against her will and is being
forced to recount all she knows about the British
War Effort. She tells them in a unique way – she does
it in a diary about her friend Maddie and their
training together. This book is a thrilling read from
start to end and I would recommend it to 13+
readers. If anyone is interested in reading this book, it can be found

Netball
We have had a few netball matches that have taken place so far this term
and quite a few new hall students have participated like Charlotte from
year 11 who has also played with year 13 which is an amazing achievement. Also in year 10 Daisy, Millie and Isabella. Unfortunately, they didn’t win the matches’, however, we look forward to a fantastic year ahead
of us.

Student Success
Harrison came 2nd in the U13s group at the Norfolk Schools Table
Tennis. He lost one match out of 5 which was against the ultimate
winner with two games going to deuce in that match.
Also Harrison was selected for the Norfolk U13 cricket squad just
before Christmas which is excellent news as well!

19th January 2019

Notices

Uniform: New WymCol Skirts:
Our new skirt will be worn by all
students choosing a skirt from
September 2019.
The skirt was chosen by the students
and is available now at Birds of
Dereham.
https://www.birdsofdereham.com/shop/product/pleated-skirt-wymondhamcollege-28775/
The skirt costs from £21 and should be bought to sit on the knee.
Those families in receipt of Pupil Premium can use their allowance to purchase
uniform from Birds – they will need to contact Mrs Becky Arnold
arnoldbe.staff@wymondhamcollege.org in the first instance.

